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Message From Editor 

             I still remember the first day of school this year, everyone seemed either excited or nervous as 
they walk into their new classes, anticipating the year to come, meeting their old friends, making new 
ones. That was 11 months ago, time really does fly. This yearbook serves as a reminder to what has 
happened in the past year, all the embarrassing, happy, sad and goofy moments that has been captured 
this year, I hope you flip through this book and smile at what a great year it has been. All the events that 
have happened. I cannot express how honorable it was to have been part of the creation of this 
yearbook.
  
             Firstly, I would like to express my gratitude towards Ms Lisa, for being the guidance that I needed 
throughout the entire trip, for being patient and understanding, for taking her own time from her busy 
schedule to help the team out, without her this yearbook wouldn’t have been completed. I would also 
like to express my deepest gratitude towards the team that helped put this yearbook together. I would 
especially like to thank James Cheong and Ainsley Wong for going the extra step to ensure the success 
of this yearbook. 

             I have nothing more to say but thank you, thank you to the team, the teachers that helped and 
the seniors that have departed us but left a blueprint for us to reference, without it we would feel lost. 
This year was really a struggle but thanks to the combined effort of everyone we managed to pull 
through and I cannot express how grateful I am. 

             SO! Without further ado, flip through the pages and enjoy reminiscing the amazing year we had 
and I hope 2019 will be even better.

Best Regards,

Jason Low Kian Huat

SHINE Yearbook Editor

Westlake International School
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Mathematics (W/Out Coursework) 51%A*/A

Additional Mathematics 46%A*/A

First Language English 44%A*/A

Business Studies 
Accounting 
English As A Second Language 
Combined Sicence 
Economic 

100%A*- C
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WIS Honour Roll 
YEAR 3 AHMED MONTASIR OSMAN AHMED

CHAI XIN RU
FOO JIAN WEIN
JADEN SHAI HAO LIK
RETAJ AHMED MOHAMED AHMED
WONG WEN MIN  
CHRISTINE OOI HUI XIN
LI MINYANG
LIM HI LOK
YIN JUN AN

YEAR 4 ABDALLA MOHAMMED ABDALLA AYOUB
CHAI CHEOK HANG
CHEOK JINN SENG
JESHUA KOH CHIEN XIAN
YEE JIA ERN 
KONG ZHUO YI
PON TECK YU
SUZUKI HANANO
VAISHNAVY RAMANATHAN

YEAR 5 FOO JIAN FENG
NEW YING QING
SARAH GRACE SOH SU EN
EUGENE KHOO YI JEAT 
KOO GORDON
LOGAN A/L MUGUNTHAN
RAHMAH ISA

YEAR 6  CALEB HEW KAI HAN
 CHONG JUN YUAN
 TAKAHASHI HARUKI
 EIMAAN SAAD ALI
 EUNICE KHOO JING YEN
 HARESHVARDANAN SENTHILPARI 
 KATHLYN WOON JIA LI
 KOGULAN CHANDRAN A/L RAVICHANDRAN
 LAM JOO YEE
 SYED SHAYAN KHURRAM
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YEAR 7 ABDOURAHMANE FAYE
ABIGAIL WEE YUE EN
DANIEL KOH CHIEN SERN
HIRA AKBAR
JOEL SOH WEI RONG
LAM DORREN
LOUIS CHA HAO LE
MOHAMED RAIHAN ISA 
PONNARASU KANDASAMY
SIA ZHI YII
TEH ZHI QIN
CHRISTOPHER WONG ZI XIANG
SUZUKI RIRIKA
THEE MIN HE
HARIKAE SAKURA

YEAR 8 ANITA JOY REDDY
EUGENE WONG GUAN YUE
PANG JING YONG 
BRIAN YAP JUN
LOW KIAN HUAT

YEAR 9 BENJAMIN WONG MUN FHEE
ISAAC SOH WEI AN
KRYSTINE KOH JIA HUAY 
MOHAMED BAASIM ISA
CLARISSA WONG YU-LI

YEAR 10 ANDREW CHEW SHAN YUAN
CHOONG WA SHAN
LEE JIA HUI
TAN JUN YI 
THOOY KOK PIN 
GOH TIEN YANG
LEE YU JIE

 DOH JIA JIE
U

T
YU

H
YU
TH T
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Teacher’s Award 
EARLY YEAR YEAR  1 YEAR  2

EUNICE WONG SHIN YUEN  CHEOK JINN KAI WONG WEN HAO
YEE YOU ZEN

YEAR  3 YEAR  4 YEAR  5
WONG WEN MIN

 LI MINYANG
CHAI CHEOK HANG
 HIRAMATSU ISSEI

NEW YING QING
 KOO GORDON

YEAR  6 YEAR  7 YEAR  8
CALEB HEW KAI HAN

 LAM JOO YEE
TEH ZHI QIN
 LEE PIN JING

HANNAH TAN SUE-LYNN
 PANG JING YONG

YEAR  9 YEAR  10 YEAR  11

YEAR  12

CHAN JIA JIAN
 LIM PEI YING

PRISCILLA LING JING WEN

  ANDREW CHEW SHAN YUAN
HUGO ANTONIO GAMEZ MAIDANSKI

LOW KAI TENG
 YANG CHEN

ABU BAKAR NASIR
 NGO YU XUAN

HITOMI YOKOYAMA
DONG JUNHONG

RHEANNE WONG LI AN
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WIS Academic 
Excellence Award

TAN GAVRIEL LEE SYED FAUZAN ALI LENA MONTASIR
 OSMAN AHMED

LEYNA WOON JIA HUI LEAN YI FAN LOW KIAN HUAT

CLARISSA WONG YU-LI DOH JIA JIE
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IGCSE Subject Top Performer 
ABU BAKAR NASIR ANGELA YUNG-CHING 

LIANG
CHAI WENG XI

CHIN YOONG SHEN

First Language English 
Physics

First Language Chinese Malay

Physics

CHUA YI WEN 
STEPHANIE

Chemistry

ELENA-HUANG 
OOI YI LING

Malay

HITOMI 
YOKOYAMA

HO KHAI LOON

LAI YI XUN

Business Studies
Combined Science

Information & Communication
 Technology

Foreign Language
 Mandarin Chinese

LAI YIYING

First Language English

LAM HUI YING

English as a Second Language

 NG SHENG ZHENG

Malay

NGO YU XUAN

Biology
Global Perspectives

SABRINA CHEONG XIN YI

Chinese as a Second Language
 Malay

SHARA HEW KAI NING

Malay

THAM TZE GUANG

Additional Mathematics
Mathematics

WU HONG ZHONG

Accounting
Economics

 YAP QIN SADONNA

Malay

YEOH YUAN QING

Information & Communication 
Technology

 Malay
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Chairman’s Award 

NGO YU XUAN 
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Cambridge Science Competition 
Gold Award 

HYDROELECTRIC

Teh Zhi Qin
Lean Yi Fan
HarikaevSakura
Angsana Nuo Vachira Angsana
  

CALORIES

Mohammad Tousif Shahriar
Mohamed Baasim Isa
Koo Jess Lynn
Chan Jia Jian

MUSIC
 
Krystine Koh Jia Huay
Brandon Soo Kai Lun
Nathanael Patrick Theseira
Lee Haeun

MICRWAVE SAFE?

Isaac Soh Wei An
Clarissa Wong Yu-Li
Haresh Jayant Mahalingam
Justin Chin

FIRE

Kee Yo Chao 
Tan Yi Xin
Tan Jun Yi 
Kuak Wei Shen 

AIR-INK

Hugo Antonio Gamez 
Maidanski
Lee Zhen Yu
Lily Wong Sing Yun

HEINRICHS-HENCHMEN
 
Abu Bakar Nasir
Tham Tze Guang
Tang Mung Chun
Anthony Brendan

TERRARIUM
 
Shara Hew Kai Ning, 
Elena-Huang Ooi Yi Ling, 
Ng Sheng Zheng
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BIODEGRADABLE PLASTIC

Jayshraj Paneer Selvam
 Akash Kumar A/L Barani Kumar 

Aaron Hew Kai Ming

WAVELENGTH

Rashmikah A/P P.Ravi 
Yugashini A/P Gunalan 

Balavikas Senthilpari

SALT
 

Chong Jing Shuen 
Claudia Lim Tse Yean 

Alex Yip 
Duan XinTong

THERMOELECTRIC GENERATOR

Benjamin Wong Mun Fhee 
Chong Kai Bin 

Wong Jun Xiang 
Thiliban A/L Thiagarajan

RUBENS' TUBE

Doh Fan Kent 
Lee Yong Qing 
Lee Kien Hoe

BIOMASS

Phoebe Heather Law 
Wong Xin Le 
Teh Zhi Jian 

Cheong Hon Yew

BACTERIAL INVESTIGATION

New Ying Ting 
Jedidah-Joy Lai Jo-Kay 
Desmond Lam Sai Pong 

Mohammed Mysara Eissa Mohyaldinn

ELECTROMAGNET

Andrew Chew Shan Yuan
 Soo Zhen Yao

 Au Kah Jun
Chai Sam Yuan

MAGIC MUD

Dawn Yeoh Yi Tian
Ratchanirom Tanthaweewong

Timothy Wee Yan Yi

SNAKE SKIN

Tey Wenqi
 Lugashinee a/p Kandasamy

Doh Jia Jie

SAND LIQUIFICATION

Afonso G.B. Kopperschmidt 
Liew Si Yun 

Yanzila Hashmani

KINETIC SAND

Asha Joanne Reddy 
Wong Joe Yee 
Ian Ong Bartley

WEATHER

Momo Niri
Low Kai Teng

Lee Yu Jie
Momoe Takeda

FLAMINGO

Tan Sim Yi 
Nivesh A/L Ravindran 

Ong Ai Wei

COLOURFUL WATER

Chun Hooi Sin
 Wong Qi Yee
Teh Shin Ning

Alex Wong Pei Jian

Cambridge Science Competition 
Silver Award 
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GREEN ROOF

Oh Jun Hao 
Wong Kiing Wei 

Jasber Ooi Wei Hao

HYDROPHONICS

Jordan Tan Jia Xian
 Choong Wa Sheen 

Iris Ho Xin Yao

VITAMIN C

Wong Zhi Qing 
Lee Sze Hui 
Lim Pei Ying 
Lai Xin Tong

ALGAE BLOOM

Aslyn irvini a/p ravinther 
Nurin saw lily binti muhammad rafiq 

Jade chew chen lyn 
Trishanu

CRYSTALLIZATION

Lee Jia Hui
Choong Wa Shan
 Thooy Kok Pin

Chong Wen Cong

CONVECTION

Loh U Hoe 
Chan Yuet Jun 
Poh Boon Kai

FLAME

Lee Ken Ji
Kok Jet Hou

Leong Kar Hou
Teh Jian Lin

SUPER HYDRAULIC

Yue Xian Yang
 Chan Hua Jie

Kwang Yuan Sen

MAGIC WATER

Lim Syn Yee
Thivisyaa Pargunan 

Kannathasan Jeyaraman
 Tang Poh Chun

BOUNCING BUBBLES

Goh Tien Yang 
Kuak Wei Wen 
Chong Jia Wen

SEAWALL

Derek Tan You Lik
Isaac Lee Yi Ze

Esther Lee Yi De

Cambridge Science Competition
Bronze Award



Best Stem Award 

Year 7 (Electric Lemon)

Syed Shayan Kurram
Sihen Goh Sheng Jiaan 

Isaac Tang Hao Qian 

Year 8 (Egg incubations)

Ponnarasu kandasamy 
Joel Soh Wei Rong 

Lam Dorren 

Year 9 (Biodegradable Plastic)

Akash kumar A/L Barani kumar
Jaysraj Paneer Selvam 
Aaron Hew Kai Ming   

Year 10 (Music)

Krystine Koh Jia Huay
Brandon Soo kai Lun 

Nathanael Patrick Theseira
Lee Haeun

Year 11 & A Level (Magic Mud)

Dawn Yeoh Yi Tian 
Ratchanirom Tanthaweewong

Timothy Wee Yan Yi 
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Best Stem Award 
(Runner Up)

Year 7 (Hand Sanitizer)

Yugendaran A/L Gunalan 
Hareshvardanan Senthilpari

Adithyar Nithiabala Jr  

Year 8 (liquid Viscosity)

Soorya A/L Ramesh Kumar
Cheang Jin-Yang 
Ng Wen Tziang 

Year 9 (Fuel Cell)

Eugene Wong Guan Yue 
Pang Jing Yong
Low Kian Huat  

Year 10 (Bacterial Investigation)

Mohammed Mysara Eissa Mohyaldinn
Desmond Lam Sai Pong 
Jedidah-Joy Lai Joy-Kay 

New Ying Ting 

Year 11 & A Level (Terrarium)

Shara Hew kai Ning 
Elena-Huang Ooi Yi Ling 

Ng Sheng Zheng 
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             The mystical, magical, and magnificent night was finally here. Graduation Night 2017 
was themed ‘Once Upon A Dream’; the meaning behind it was to inspire the graduands to 
always have dreams and hopefully they would eventually live up to it. 

             On the night, the fellow female graduands looked gorgeous in their elegant dresses 
with a flower crown placed each on their heads, while the males were all looking smart and 
stylish in their formal wears. Without a doubt, the other guests weren’t any less outstanding. As 
soon as the guests arrived, they were absolutely fascinated by the decors. Every corner was 
enhanced with little details - fairy lights gracefully enlivened the ballroom; candles adorned the 
dining tables; photographs of the old-good-times hung around the pillars.

             Gradually, the guests filled the room and then Graduation Night 2017 had officially 
begun. A very warm welcome opening was delivered by the emcees, Mr Eugene and Ms 
Audrey. It was dining time right after the opening. Classical music was played as everyone left 
their tables to enjoy the buffet provided. In a little while, laughters and chit-chats were heard at 
the dining table; they were probably reminiscing about the memorable times they had with each 
other!

WIS Graduation Night 2017
By: Teh Shin Ning (Sabrina)Throwback of 2017      26



                Just as the guests were indulging in their food, a video prepared by ‘Good Morning West-
lake’ was played through the projector. It was then followed by a game, as well as an array of 
dances and songs, each a with different culture and genre. The performances were thoroughly 
amused by the audience who seemed appreciative and amazed of the performers’ talents. 

                   After sitting back and watching all the performances, it was the time for all the guests 
to ‘show off’ their dancing skills. The empty dance floor was promptly overcrowded with the enthu-
siastic guests. At the same time, some of the guests who felt too shy to dance were taking photo-
graphs at the photo booth. Perhaps, they knew it would be hectic once the dance session was 
over. 

                   Goodbyes were bittersweet; Graduation Night 2017 was coming to an end. As predict-
ed, the photo booth was swarming with people. A rainbow of emotions had overwhelmed many of 
them. People were wiping their tears away, giving the tightest hugs and warmest wishes. And the 
night ended like that, leaving behind a fond memory.
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PATRIOTIC DAY
By: Momo Niri

             The multi-purpose hall (MPH) was starting to get crowded as more and more students entered. Some students, 
teachers and members of staff were dressed up nicely in traditional clothing. The vibrant colored clothing made the MPH 
look livelier than usual. The vast variety of clothing showed how diverse Malaysia is. 

             The emcees of the day, Yi Xin, our Student Council President and Shin Ning, our Student Council Vice-President 
kick started our school’s crucial event, Patriotic Day. The celebration began with each individual singing the National 
Anthem, loudly and proudly. After, Shin Ning greeted everyone in fluent Bahasa Malaysia. The emcees reminded all present 
that the theme for this day was ‘Our Country, Our Soul.’ They took the extra effort to explain a little about the history of 
Independence Day, which helped a lot of the foreigners to get on the same page

             Yi Xin translated Bahasa Malaysia to English and welcomed the WOW team to perform on stage. The WOW team 
played in sync and beautifully, which rendered the audience in awe. Some got very excited because most of the songs 
played were very familiar and brought back old memories to them. The performance ended and the cheers from the 
audience were overwhelming.
.  
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             Then Lugashinee and Wenqi from Year 10W was invited up on stage to showcase the 
poem they wrote about Malaysia. Next on the agenda, was the performance by Key Stage 1; they 
had many props like miniature Malaysia flags that they waved very excitedly and proudly.  The 
cuteness attracted the audience, which led some teachers to get their phones out to take pictures.

              The long-awaited annual fashion show was next. The stage lights were dimmed down and 
the music started, which got the audience more enthusiastic. The little ones started off the show 
with a lot of cheering from the audience who were in awe of how cute they were. It continued on 
until the seniors whereby lots of whistles and laughter were heard from the audience. The annual 
fashion show showcased all the traditional clothes, not just Malaysia’s but from other countries as 
well! 

             Last but not least, awards were given out to the best dressed and the winners of the poster 
challenge. The winning posters were displayed on the big screen and showed that Westlake Inter-
national School (WIS) has a lot of talented artists! The colorful artwork received applause from the 
audience, and the winners received their awards and prizes with huge smiles on their faces. With 
this, Patriotic Day 2017, in WIS, ended with everyone leaving the MPH in good spirits. 
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             Wow! What a night of celebra-
tion...students’ accomplishment, proud 
parents and beaming teachers. After 
two weeks of hard practice, the 
students came dressed in their best 
with their parents and family. Quite a 
number of teachers, who had taught 
the students, also came to support and 
celebrate.

             The night started with our 
emcees, Tharsinaa and Yugendaran, 
inviting Ms Sherry, our Principal, to give 
the welcome speech, which was short 
and sweet. Then, the real show began! 
The first item was card tricks by 
Shayan. He interacted so well with the 
audience, mesmerised us with his 
tricks and left us scratching our heads, 
wondering how did he did it. Next we 
had a 5-piece band, comprising of 
Ahnya, Ann Jie, Caleb, Haruki, Jun 
Yuan and Pui Xun, whose playing of 
"Faded" filled the auditorium with lovely 
instrumental music.

             After that, Eunice and Joo Yee 
played two solo piano recitals. Then 
next we were touched by the beautiful 
singing of two solo singers, Jing Hen 
and Eimaan. Jing Hen's performance 
was bravely done, as it was a last 
minute addition, while Eimaan's "Fight 
Song" truly brought out her amazing 
nightingale voice.

             Following the solo singers, we 
had a Korean girl group and a Chinese 
girl group.  They serenaded us with 
"Stay" and "It's You". It truly was inspir-
ing seeing these girls come up and sing 
with much emotion. Next, Adithyar and 
Yugenderan showed us some interest-
ing experiments with atmospheric 

By: Ms Stella

pressure and oobleck. It was quite a sight seeing the coloured water rise. This 
was followed by a poem recital from Fatima and Tharsinaa, dedicated to their 
parents. It brought tears to the parents' eyes, as they lovingly spoke about a 
mother's and father's heart.
.
 Ms Stella then thanked everyone involved in the Celebration Night, 
especially all who were involved in AVL, back-stage and ushering. She also 
reminded students of an important lesson taught in 2017 as they move on to 
secondary school. This was to respond and not react, when faced with situa-
tions. Then, Ms Lisa came on stage to announce the students' names for the 
Certificate Ceremony, as the class teachers, Mr Michael and Ms Stella 
handed out the certificates. It was a touching moment for the class teachers 
and students.

Year 6 Celebratory Night 
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              After getting surprised by all the hidden talents, the class teachers decided to surprise their students! It was a 
game whereby parents, teachers and students got to match the students’ baby photos with their current ones. The 
auditorium filled with much laughter as some photos totally did not match the students.
 
             "Be Prepared!" was the message from Ms Lisa, Head of Key Stage 2 to the Year 6 students. Next we had Ms 
Choong, Head of Secondary, on stage, who welcomed the Year 6 students to secondary school in the following year.

             The final presentation was from all the Year 6 students who sang, "See You Again", dedicating to their parents 
and teachers. The night ended with the students leading their parents and teachers to the refreshment for a time of 
photo session, delicious food and good conversation.
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WIS Amazing Race
By: Shanne Low

            Over the course of 5 years since the opening of WIS, there had never been an event like this one. Ladies and 
gentlemen, I proudly present to you ‘WIS Amazing Race!’ This event was organized by the teachers and the sole purpose 
of this was to contribute points to the sports house competition: the winner gets 50 points, second place gets 45 points, 
third place gets 40 points and the last gets 35 points. 

            Each sports house (Yellow Camel, Blue Dolphins, Red Tiger, Purple Otters) divided their members into 4 groups, 
so altogether there were 16 groups competing. They had to find all 12 stations located around the school compound and 
complete the tasks given. Only a maximum time of 15 minutes for each station was given; the stations mainly tested the 
students’ knowledge on Mathematics, Science and PE (physical education). 

            Enthusiasm and emotions ran high in the students as they dashed from station to station, trying to complete the 
task as fast as possible. Some of the activities at the stations were shooting basketball into the hoop 20 times, kicking a 
football into a metal tin and solving riddles. The hard ones were measuring our lung capacity using merely a measuring 
cylinder, a long tube, a big bowl and a plastic bottle. Another one was that the students had to measure the height of the 
outdoor basketball court using only a protractor and of course, brains!

            The race lasted the whole day and everyone was drained from top to bottom. Upon completing, all students had 
to gather in the MPH for a closing speech by Mr Lee. The winner had not been announced as the teachers needed some 
time to compile all the scores from each team. Instead, he gave some words of motivation and encouragement. After that, 
everyone was dismissed.

 ‘Ringggggggg’
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Kampar Sports Meet
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Lunar Celebration
By: Teh Shin Ning (Sabrina)

             Lunar New Year finally approached. Westlake International School (WIS) held their annual Lunar Celebration, 
on the 13th of February, three days before the Lunar New Year’s Day. The school compound was brightly decorated with 
mostly red as the Chinese believe it represents happiness and good fortune. Antithetical couplets were pasted on the 
doors of the Multipurpose Hall (MPH), while riddles were hung around inside the MPH for an activity later on. 

             One after another, the guests finally arrived at the MPH. The emcees, Sabrina and Shanne, welcomed and 
wished everyone. 

‘We wish you a Happy New Year, may all of your wishes come true, and all the best in everything!’ 

             As part of this year’s Lunar Celebration, the school is pleased to have invited ‘Anshun Hong De’ to perform a lion 
dance. It was performed by four dancers in two lions costumes, accompanied by the music of beating drums, clashing 
cymbals, and resounding gongs. Besides being entertaining, lion dance is also believed to bring good fortune and 
wealth. Since it is the year of a dog, there was one member of the lion dance team dressed up in a dog mascot and had 
a close interaction with the audience, especially the younger kids. The performance was very engaging and had the 
audience in awe, drawing thunderous applause. 
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             It was the angpao giving session after that. In case you don’t already know, angpao is a red pocket and it is a 
tradition to give and receive angpao during Lunar New Year. The students lined up according to their classes and received 
angpao from their respective class teachers. 

            The event was drawing to an end, but before that, there was one last session. The early years students were 
dismissed as there were special activities being prepared for them, while the other students  remained in the MPH to 
participate in riddles solving challenge. 

Lunar Celebration 2018 was a simple one, but it definitely stirred up the festive mood of the guests! 
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STEM Learning  Journey 2018
             On the 8th of February, Westlake Interna-
tional School (WIS) had its first Science, Tech-
nology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) 
field trip involving its senior students. This learn-
ing journey was to an the Orang Asli Village 
located in Tanjung Rambutan. It was hosted by 
the Fuze Ecoteer team to help improve the water 
system there. 

             We arrived at the base camp after a 40 
minute bus ride, and were greeted by a group of 
hosts in the retreat. The leader of the team 
asked us to reply with a ‘ho, ho’ when said ‘hey, 
hey’. This happened throughout the entire 
journey, which caught our attention every single 
time. A quick ice breaker was then played, which 
left half of the students covered in marker lines 
on their faces. After that, the students were 
separated into two teams to work on different 
activities. 

Team A took a twenty minute truck ride over bumpy roads 
before getting off at a hill which they then had to hike up another 
15 minutes. The sun was blazing hot, which caused most of the 
marker lines on their faces to melt. Only then did they arrive at 
their destination which was two houses that looked pretty 
ramshackled and unused. They had been built by the govern-
ment in a motion to support the living of the Orang Asli. But, the 
two houses were not equipped with any electricity or water 
supply. 

             Our tasks were then given by the leader, with our focus 
being on how to build a working water supply up there and how 
much it would cost. There was a river that flowed into a stream 
at the foothills of the village. Intending to measure the distance 
from the village to the river, the students climbed down towards 
the river. Altogether, the journey took around seven minutes as 
there were steep and bumpy hills. Students measured the 
distance and worked out the costs by applying Pythagoras’ 
theorem and trigonometry. 

By: Elena Huang & Momo Niri
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             During this, the leader once again caught our attention with the familiar call of ‘hey, hey’ and discovered that the 
river water is drinkable and much cleaner than our tap water! Beaming with excitement over this new fact, some students 
dove into the river and drank the water. 

 ‘It’s cool and nice!’ a student commented.

 After this activity, team A and team B met at the two houses for lunch. Students and teachers happily ate their 
spaghetti as there had been a lot of energy consuming activities.

             Team B had been given instructions to test out the minerals in the water using the various equipment provided. Kits 
containing chemicals and a container (to measure the amount of minerals tested by comparing it with a colour scale) were 
then distributed. 

             After that much needed lunch break, the members rolled out some mats inside one of the houses and couple of 
groups presented their findings from the activity and research. Students concluded how much it would cost and some 
groups mentioned alternative solutions to the issue of a water source such as the relocation of the houses. 

             After the exhausting, yet eye-opening activity, team B went back to take a second look at the river whilst team A 
were back again hiking to meet with the Orang Asli. There had been  three activities prepared for us. One of them was the 
folding of Banana leaves to create bracelets and many other kinds of accessories. Some students struggled with the 
technique at first; nonetheless, they still tried to communicate as best as they could with their Malay to learn the folding 
pattern. After much trial and error, some students started to get better at the techniques and found the folding of banana 
leaves very addictive.

             Another activity students tried out was the blowing of the traditional blowpipe, which was made of bamboo. Before 
blowing, students were told to put cotton in and aim. This activity brought out the competitiveness of the students and teach-
ers, which left many in laughter. Lastly, students attended a session by a sprightly 105 year old elder, who proceeded to 
show us his skills in hunting and setting traps. He showed us how to trap three particular animals - chickens, monkeys, and 
wild boar. There were few ‘woah’ and ‘ouch!’ while the old man demonstrated it. After the final session, saying their good-
byes to the Orang Asli, students and teachers made their way back to the retreat by truck. 
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With the remaining time left, the students wanted to cool off from all the sun. A student asked for 
permission for them to dive into the pool; the leader chuckled and allowed it. After cooling off, 
many group pictures were taken to remember this astonishing and unforgettable trip. Students 
were able to learn new things and have a lot of fun at the same time. Students got smarter for 
all that thinking up of new solutions and application of mathematics and had a lot of fun enjoying 
the contact with different cultures. 
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By: Akash Kumar a/l Barani Kumar

             Westlake International School held its first ever International Day on the 3rd of April from 11:30am until 
2:30pm. The purpose of this event was to celebrate many cultures around the world and getting to know more about 
how people in different countries live, how they cope up with their environment, what types of food do they eat and 
what types of clothes do they wear.

 The event started off with the students from the early years parading and leading the guests such as 
parents, vendors, invited guests and the directors of the school into the Multi-Purpose Hall (MPH) where the assem-
bly took place   

             The assembly was led by Chan Jia Jian and Momo Niri. It started off with an opening speech given by Ms. 
Sherry, our principal, and then was continued by a representative from the Malaysian Care organisation from their 
book launch. The book was written by the Orang Asli people about their lives, food and culture. After the book 
launch, the assembly ended with videos being presented by each class about the cultures of different countries, 
ranging from India to the United States (US).

 Everyone was very pumped up after seeing the videos. Many booths were set up by the students which 
consisted of foods and facts of different countries. Some also have put up displays of the traditional clothing, 
language and famous places in certain countries. 

International Day 2018
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             But, the students were mostly excited for trying out foods that they have not eaten before. There were also 
booths by parent volunteers and outsiders which sold Indian food, Pakistani food, Bangladeshi food and many more.

             Around 1:00pm, the guests dispersed as the event concluded. Parents helped to clean up the booths and 
students went back to class, resuming their lessons. There were no let downs in the event and it turned out to be a 
memorable one for the parents, teachers, the other invited guests and of course, the students!
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Orientation Day 2018
By: Krystine Koh

             I don’t think one can ever feel as many emotions as a student does on the last night of vacation. We feel our 
hearts sink and yet flutter as we hesitantly change our alarms from ‘11.00am’ to ‘6.30am’. As much as we might dread 
waking up before noon, we must admit that there is a chill of excitement that rushes through our veins as we think of the 
school year ahead of us.

             On the 3rd of January 2018, the silence that had settled over Westlake International School throughout holidays 
was interrupted by the exuberant chatter of students as they flooded in. Orientation Day 1 started with a whole-school 
assembly in the Multi-Purpose Hall (MPH).  Principal Sherry Ann Daniel started off the year with a short speech on 
having a ‘Fiercely Positive School Culture’. She inspired all of the students, new and old, to have a growth mindset and 
to develop a positive school culture that will invigorate great success and positive learning.

            The day continued with class orientation. Heavy footsteps stomped up the stairs as the students attempted to 
continue their never-ending conversations while proceeding with their onward trudge. Students rushed into their respec-
tive classrooms like birds fighting for a piece of bread to book their desired seats. Thus, began class orientation and the 
election of the respective class committees.
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             Day 2 of Orientation Day was jam-packed with what every student was looking forward to – games! Students 
gathered in groups as the facilitators and game masters bustled around like busy ants as they ‘added and tasted’ every 
last ‘ingredient’ to ensure that the day was ‘cooked to perfection’. They started off with a short ice-breaker and continued 
with the games prepared by ‘Good Morning Westlake’, a school committee.

             Student Council Orientation began shortly after. The President, Yi Xin, and Vice-president, Sabrina Teh 
introduced the station games by narrating a story about a murder scene. It was CSI Westlake. Students were deter-
minedly equipped with the objective to complete various station games and win them to gain clues which were essential 
to solving the murder case. Many Sherlock Holmes and John Watsons truly stepped up to their place during the game.

             After the station games, the students gathered back in the MPH. The atmosphere was sizzling with anticipation 
and excitement as the students were on the edge of their seats waiting for the game results. The day ended with an 
awards ceremony and the students’ spirits being uplifted and motivated to conquer all that 2018 had in store for them.
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Senior Sports Day 2018
By: Isaac Soh

             “The greatest satisfaction was not from winning or 
receiving a medal, but from knowing that she put her abso-
lute best into the race,”  a student expressed after the 
races. 

             It was an ecstatic day for Westlake International 
School. Students were wide awake by 7.30, buzzing 
around with flags drifting in the wind. The once empty stadi-
um was filled with vivid colours of red, blue, yellow, and 
purple. It was the 28th of July, the last day of term 2, the day 
all students had awaited - Sports Day.

 “Left! Left! Left right left!”

 The day started with march past by the sports 
houses. Together as a unit, each house gave their all; their 
voices loud and clear and their movements in unison. When 
the sports houses marched closer to the appointed stands, 
one by one, they gave their cheers. Camels kicked it off with 
an impressive and well-coordinated march that presented 
their discipline and determination well. Next, the Dolphins 
performed their artistic song which consisted of a creative 
dance and even a shower of confetti at the end! After that, 
the Otters marched confidently up to recite their catchy 
cheer and flashed their colourful signs which unveiled their 
enthusiasm.To finish off, the Tigers drummed up a fierce 
chant that boomed across the stadium; roars and thunder-
ing drum beats riveted through the air, spreading the excite-
ment that was in their hearts. Loud applause from the 
supportive parents and teachers were heard after each 
house performed their cheer. Once the students marched 
to a stop in the field, the school song and national anthem 
played, followed by the sports oath which was recited by 
student, Tan Yi Xin. Next, was a short but inspirational 
speech by Mr Hew, which conveyed three key messages: 
run well, run smart, and run happy. And with that, the games 
finally began.

             “On your mark, get set, go!”
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             The athletes leaped from the line and 
zoomed past the stands, while teachers, 
parents and students cheered them on. 
House flags waved proudly in the air and 
claps reverberated in the stadium. While the 
races continued, captain ball and frisbee 
competitions took place in the field.

             “My defence! Come back!”

             “Play short passes!”
 
             The competition was strict and head 
to head, and even though things got heated, 
at the end of it, the players all shook hands; 
some even hugged and congratulated each 
other for the good game. It truly was a great 
experience for the students, training them in 
the value of sportsmanship.
 
 “It was pleasing to see how well the 
students competed after so many practic-
es,” a teacher mentioned.

 Other than those events, there was 
also a parent-teacher football match which 
allowed not only the kids to have some 
action, but the adults. With a solid victory of 
5-1, the parents claimed the throne of the 

champions.

 Lastly was the prize giving ceremony. Stu-
dents from all years that had got a placing in the 
races lined up with beaming faces, proud of their 
hard-earned achievement. One after another, as 
their names were announced, they received their 
medals and shook hands with the presenter while 
parents quickly snapped photos.

 The day ended with the Red Tigers as the 
reigning champs, Blue Dolphins as the 
runner-ups, Yellow Camels in third place, followed 
by the Purple Otters in fourth. It was truly a memo-
rable day for Westlake International Day. A day of 
competition, a day of determination, and a day of 
joy! 
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Junior Sports Day 2018
By: Jason Low Kian Huat

             On the 20th of July 2018, Junior Sports Day was held in the school field. Students from Early Year to Year 6 
competed and worked together in competitions for their respective houses. With determination they competed in Kickball, 
Frisbee and running competitions to try and collect the most points for their house, with Red Tigers emerging victorious 
by the end of the day. Parents were also in on the fun as they participated in the telematch event.

            The day kicked off with our National Anthem and the School Song. After that the KS1 and KS2 broke up into their 
separate sections and events. KS2 then prepared themselves for running, kickball and Frisbee and KS1 worked together 
with their parents in the telematch. As the day went on, even the seniors came from their morning break to cheer their 
juniors on. The overall atmosphere on that day was one of determination, joy and most importantly sportsmanship. After 
all of that was the prize giving ceremony as the juniors were honoured with medals for their victory.

             Teachers like Mr Tang, the MC for the day agreed that this was a good change as the previous years, the junior 
and senior sports day were held together on the same day usually in the stadium Rakan Muda. Now the juniors get to 
have their own sports day and some teachers claim this to be a more effective system as they can focus more on the 
juniors. Who knows what next year will bring! Will the juniors and senior sports days stay separated or will they reunite in 
one full day? 
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WIS Book Day 2018
By: Krystine Koh

             Westlake International School held its 
second successful book day on the 27th of July. It 
is an event planned to encourage and inspire 
students to explore the pleasures of reading. The 
usual sea of green uniforms flowed with colour as 
the students and teachers each dressed up as 
their favourite book character. From Harry Potter 
to the Enormous turnip, the Red Queen and to the 
Little Prince, the hallways echoed with laughter 
as the students guessed each others character 
based on the costumes they wore.

 The event started off with a short speech 
from Ms Anushia and was followed by the class 
parades. The emcees for the day, Mr Johnson 
and Ms Amelia, enthusiastically called each class 
on stage and introduced their class themes. 
Costume ideas for this year featured The Maze 
Runner, The Lord of The Rings, Snow White and 
Alice in Wonderland and many more.

 Soon it was time for the most anticipated 
activity of the event – the storytelling competition. 
The students were all bursting at the seams with 
excitement to showcase the role-play that they 
had been planning and practicing for in the past 
few weeks. The talent on stage was remarkable. 
The colourful, artistic props and beautifully written 
scripts were all topped off with the impressive 
acting that the students displayed. Applause 
echoed around the multi-purpose hall.

 The day ended with a quiet reading 
session. Teachers handed out crisps and candy 
for the students to enjoy as they indulged into 
their land of stories. Book Day was truly a fun and 
enjoyable event that all the students and teachers 
will look forward to and it is events such as these 
that creates cherished memories that we will hold 
dear. 
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STEM Exhibition 2018
By: Phoebe H. Law

            On the 1st of June, the student body of West-
lake International School gathered together for the 
annual STEM Exhibition where everyone can show-
case their projects and experiments in the fields of 
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathemat-
ics (S.T.E.M)
 
             At 7:40 am, students made their way down 
from the classrooms to the Multi-Purpose Hall 
(MPH), to the artificial grass, or to the courtyard to 
their respective booths. Some members volun-
teered to get their materials from the labs while 
others were setting up the stands for their posters 
and a few were even using the trollies from the 
maintenance room to wheel out their models for 
showcasing. Everyone was as busy as bees prepar-
ing for the big day, a day of showing off their STEM 
projects that they had worked hard on for the past 
five months.

            The ground floor was humming with the 
students’ talking and swarming as they went around 
to see what other groups were presenting. In the 
MPH were the Year 10s, 11s, and A-Levels; they 
were already setting up the demonstrations for their 
onlookers to watch. In the courtyard were Year 9s 
and 8s, where whirrs from a generator can be heard 
and students explained their work to parents and 

other students proudly. In the artificial grass were Year 7 and 6, 
whose ‘Like boxes’ were filled with Likes from the parents and 
students in hopes of winning the Visitors’ Choice Award.

             During the day, professors from Universiti Tunku Abdul 
Rahman (UTAR) went around each and every booth to hear the 
students’ findings on their chosen topics. The students presented 
with confidence, knowledge whilst hiding the butterflies in their stom-
achs. All the students were busy carrying out demonstrations or 
talking to the parents, teachers, and students taking interest in their 
project. The primary students went around in their classes guided by 
their teacher to each group and enjoyed themselves as they watched 
experiments carried out.

             “Whoa!”, “Look at that!”, and “I want to go see that one!” was 
the buzz phrase around the area. Attracted, students gazed on as 
they watched the show of the Ruben’s Tube, the flames dancing to 
the music. In another station, students were crowded in a line to try 
holding fire with their hands. Every person stared with curiosity at 
each poster and took more interest by asking further questions after 
that.

             At 1:00 pm, all the students were notified to begin cleaning up 
and to deliver all of their Likes to the library. The cleanup went 
smooth and fast; many of the students went home early tired, but 
very satisfied. This year, the STEM Exhibition was a great success 
and talk has already begun about new STEM ideas for next year!
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Ms Sherry Ann Daniel 
Principal

Ms Anushia 
Academic Director & 

Head of English

Ms Sivakumari 
Head of Key Stage 1

Ms Lisa Yoon 
Head of Key Stage 2

Ms Livien Khor 
Head of Key Stage 3

Ms Choong Yao Jin 
Head of Secondary

Mr Victor Lau 
Head of Student 

Wellbeing

Ms Loh Choy Mun 
Head of 

Other Languages

Ms Lim Wye May 
Head of Humanities 

Department

Ms Wong Su Ting 
Head of Operations

Mr Kulwant Singh 
Head of ICT & CCA

Ms Denise Teoh 
Head of 

Marketing & Events

Ms Sara Wong 
Student Services &
Admin Director

Ms Ellen Wong 
Head of 

Math & Science

Head of Departments 
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Student Council 
Teacher Advisor:   Mr Eugene

Ms Choong 

Doh Jia JIe Secretary:
Asst. Secretary: Yeoh Yuan Xun 

Survey And Research Team : Kee Yo Chao (Head)
Goh Tien Yang 
New Ying Ting 

Events Team : Wong Qi Yee (Head)
Bradon Soo 
Low Kian Huat 
Lily Hong 

Public Relation: Lee Zhen Yu (Head)
Liew Zi Yang 
Isaac Soh 
Momo NIri

President : Tan Yi Xin
Vice President : Teh Shin Ning 
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Message from President 
and Vice President 

             When I look back on this year, I believe that every-
thing came together to make up a miracle. Never in my 
life had I thought myself capable of being elected as the 
Student Council president during my time at Westlake. 
First of all, I would like to appreciate all the advice given 
to me by my four seniors who were Marcus, Joyce, MC 
and ZD. If they had not helped me gather the courage to 
run for election, I would not be writing this today. Besides 
that, I’m also here give my sincere thanks to all my 
student council members who have stood strong and 
stayed with me until the end, especially my vice presi-
dent, Sabrina, and my secretary, Jie Jie. Since the begin-
ning of our tenure together, I have been seeing new 
sides tothem. They have been proactive in helping each 
other ineverything. Through all of this, they have demon-

             Inspire and be inspired. Serve the community with 
what we’re gifted. 

             The Student Council is very dear to me as I have 
been part of it since the year 2014 - the very first year 
when Student Council of WIS was formed. 

         It was the beginning of my self-development 
journey.It has helped build my confidence to reach out 
and seize opportunities.
             It has helped to heighten my interest and desire 
to do something meaningful. 
               In Student Council, I began my journey as a class 
representative before moving on to become the Head of 
Public Relations and finally the Vice President. 
             In the Shine Editorial Team, I began as a simple 
writer before moving on to become the Head of the 
Writing Department. 
             In Senior Student Camp, I started out as a member 
of the Programme Team to become the Head of 
Programme Team and also, the camp commander.
             In the Graduation Night Committee, I started out 
as a member of Decoration Team before moving on to 
become the Organising Chairperson. 

             All these positions do not only train our leadership 
skills but more importantly, they signify the abilities and 
potentials we have that are meant to be unleashed. Expe-
rience, in my opinion, is the most valuable thing to share 

strated new talents and new strengths, which I truly 
appreciate.   All in all,  I believe that having this opportu-
nity to serve the students is my greatest achievement 
this year. Along the way, we have gone through count-
less obstacles and I have learnt that you can only 
change for the better when you face the challenges 
before you. Thank you for all of your precious votes that 
have made me in the person I am today.

Best Regards,
Tan Yi Xin

with people. 
             Although experiences 
may come with many 
challenges and obstacles, it 
is those aspects that allow 
us to learn what may turn 
out to be the most valuable 
lessons in life. 

             Couple that together with leadership and those 
experiences only heighten the opportunities for us to 
inspire and be inspired. 

             Looking back, I realise that I am a student, but I am 
not JUST a student. I have learnt that we shouldn’t limit 
ourselves within the boundaries of the word ‘JUST’ when 
we have so much potential. Remember, we are always 
more than what we perceive ourselves to be, whether it is a 
student, teacher, parent or anyone else. Take up all avail-
able opportunities - they may turn out to be your turning 
point like how Student Council was mine. 

             Lastly, be humble yet confident to turn every struggle 
into moments of inspiration and opportunities that empower 
us to further develop ourselves. Finally, inspire people with 
your unique experiences and be inspired by theirs. 

Best Wishes,

Teh Shin NIng 
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Message from 
Head Prefects 

             It has indeed been a great honour and 
privilege to be the Head Girl of Westlake Internation-
al School for the academic session 2017-18. 
            Firstly, I would like to express my sincere 
gratitude to our principal, Ms Sherry Ann Daniel, and 
the teachers for providing me with a platform to 
embrace teamwork and humility through victory and 
defeat, all the while, being instilled with a unique 
sense of leadership that has allowed me to emerge 
as the confident individual that I am today. 

             Westlake International School, in its pursuit 
of excellence in education and holistic character 
development, has instilled a love of learning in me 
and greatly encouraged me to contribute to its 
vision. My role as head prefect has enriched my life 
greatly as it has become a journey in reaching my 
utmost potential. The support and coaching from my 
teacher advisors, with all their wisdom and vast 
experience, have propelled me to work hard with 
zeal, devotion and determination in my aspiration to 

             I still remembered the time when Ms Sherry 
came to me and offered me the role of head prefect 
of Westlake International School. I was afraid of my 
inability to take on the heavy responsibilities but my 
strong will to serve the school and maintain the 
school’s discipline convinced me to take up this role. 
I believe that I have done my best but I know that I 
am not the only one responsible for the success of 
the board. I would like to take this opportunity to 
thank those who have been with me all the way.

             Firstly, I would like to thank Mr Victor and Ms 
Subhatra for being available and giving me advice 
when I was facing problems during my tenure. With-
out them, I would probably be lost in the jungle. Also, 
thank you both for taking good care of the Prefectori-
al Board and helping us become what we are today

             Next, I thank my dear partner, Krystine Koh, 
for working so well with me in managing this team 
and making sure that all the programs ran success-
fully. Moreover, thank you to my trusty team for 

achieve the best for our school. 

             I hope to see and leave behind a legacy of a confident 
student body that, will stand up for what is right and strive to 
achieve co-operation based on mutual respect, for mutual 
gain.

             I will try my best, with the collaboration and guidance 
of the school, to work persistently to maintain the standards of 
excellence of Westlake International School, using my given 
platform to keep the flag of our alma mater soaring high, 
mounted with distinction, and hoisted with dignity.

Regard,
 
krystine koh 

staying beside me to assist in overcoming all the problems we 
have had in the past two years. Without you all, none of the work 
could have been done as easily. 

              Before I end this piece, I would like to give some advice 
to the next batch of prefects. Don’t be afraid of making 
mistakes, learn from them and strengthen yourself. Lend a 
helping hand to others when they are facing problems. Nothing 
is impossible when you have the heart to do it! I wish you all the 
best, prefects! 

Regard,
 
Chan Jia Jian 
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Christian Fellowship 





Mr Joshua and Ms Syalie

Mr Rama





Mr Joshua
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Netball

 Teacher Advisor: Ms Sandrie and Ms Ainn
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Art Attack

Teacher Advisor: Mr. Sun, Ms. Nurul

President: Tang Wan Yan

Vice President: Fong Chen Chee

AVL & 
Photography

Teacher Advisor: Ms. Amelea, Ms. 
Viviana Kong, Mr. Chin

President: Kee Zhang Zhen (AVL), 
Wong Zi Feng (Photography)

Vice President: Tang Kai Feng (AVL), 
Chang Jing Wei (Photography)

Teacher Advisor: Ms Rhema, Mr 
Adam

President: Kwang Yuan Feng

Vice President: Bilal Nasir

Board Games
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Boys Brigade
Teacher Advisor: Mr Thien, Ms 
Charissa

President: Rithick Kumar

Vice President: Kotoha Maeda

Chinese 
Society

Teacher Advisor: Ms Loh, Ms Lum

President: Kuo Jin

Vice President: Ong Han Loong

Craft
Teacher Advisor: Ms Rose, Ms Soo

President: Haton Ahmed Mohamed            
Ahmed

Vice President: Chole Januaryne 
Romero Bayking
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Creative 
Writing

Teacher Advisor: Ms. Choong, 
Ms Ivy

President: Teh Zhi Qin

Dance
Teacher Advisor: Ms Marissa

President: Lee Haeun

Vice President: Hannah Tan

Drama
Teacher Advisor: Ms Stella, 
Ms Vivien Loke

President: Wong Xin Le

Vice President: Trishanu
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Eco Warriors
Teacher Advisor: Mr Kong, Mr Toh

President: Benjamin Wong

Vice President: Foo Jian Feng

Food Fun

Teacher Advisor: Ms Doreen, 
Ms Siva, Mr Jordan

Gavel
Teacher Advisor: Mr Emeric Hing

President: Hong Keng Li

Vice President: Eugene Wong, 
Jayshraj Paneer Selvam, Balavikas
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Junior Chef

Teacher Advisor: Ms Jennifer, Ms 
Rosilawati

Junior Fun 
Club

Teacher Advisor: Ms Kalai, Mr 
Gerard, Ms Prema

President: Wong Wen Hao

Vice President: Maryam Faye

Leo Club
Teacher Advisor: Ms Michelle, Ms 
Carmen, Ms Beverlyn

President: Kuak Wei Wen

Vice President: Liew Zi Yang
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Programming 
Teacher Advisor: Ms Kavitha, Mr 
Taufik

President: Christopher Wong Zi 
Xiang

Vice President: Hareshvardanan 
Senthilpari

Robotic
Teacher Advisor: Mr Wong, Mr Izzat

President: Gurvinder Singh A/L 
Sarendar Singh

Vice President: Woon Ray Ming

WOW
Teacher Advisor: Ms Chia, Ms 
Grace, Ms Cheryl, Mr Tan

President: Aaron Hew Kai Ming

Vice President: Low Kian Huat
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Story Telling

Teacher Advisor: Mr Johnson, Ms 
Sutha

President: Allie Wong Shin Yan

Vice President: Naaven A/L    
Punnosamy
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Tennis 

Wing Chun 
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Ballet 

Swimming 
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Taekwando 
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EARLY
YEARS
Class Teacher : Ms. Jennifer Ng Siew Wai

Assistant Teacher : Ms Siti Al Jawahir
TARA KONG YU QING ARSHA 

YASSORALIPOUR

RAYYAN SAW BIN 
MUHAMMAD RAFIQ

KIM YEIN

SUBAYTAH TAHEEYA
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KINGSLEY CHIN ZI 
ZHUO

PANG KHEEON YOON JAEWON BALVEER SINGH 
DHILLON

WOON RICK MING LAI JUN YIP AMY NGAN SHU EN XIE ZIMING

MOHAMED MONTASIR 
OSMAN AHMED

BRIAN KOK XUAN 
HONG

CHEOK JINN YEE ZAHRA MAZHAR

SHANICE LEE SIM 
THEAN

NUR ALESYA MAISARA 
BT ABDUL HAMID

AHMED MAZHAR VENUS CHAN QIAO 
LEEN



YEAR 1W

Class Teacher : Ms Prema Schwarzacher

Assistant Teacher : Ms Capriney 
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YEAR 1I
Class Teacher : Ms Fishy Lim , Ms Kalaiyarasi A/p Manivanan

Assistant Teacher : Ms Bhanu

Class Section      85 
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YEAR 2W
Class Teacher: Ms Rhema
 
Assistant Teacher: Ms Rebecca  Class Section      87
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YEAR 2I
Class Teacher : Ms Doreen Wee

Assistant Teacher: Ms Ong Qian Ying  
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YEAR 3W
Class teacher: Ms Vivien Loke Mei Suan

Class Section      91      
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YEAR 3I

Class Teacher : Ms Viviana Kong Poh Lin 
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YEAR 4W
Class : Ms Esther Chee Seow Ling 
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YEAR 4I
Class Teacher : Ms Sutha Sri 
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YEAR 5W
Class Teacher : Mr Gerard Goh
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YEAR 5I
Class Teacher: Ms Chok Carmen  
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YEAR 6W

Class Teacher : Ms Stella Jane Daniel 
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YEAR 6I
Class Teacher : Mr Mukhvinder Singh 
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YEAR 7W

Class Teacher : Ms Jasmine Chuah 
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YEAR 7I
Class Teacher : Ms Ivy Teo
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YEAR 7S
Class Teacher : Ms Kavitha  
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YEAR 8W

Class Teacher: Ms Shalini
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YEAR 8I
Class Teacher : Mr Kong Ngoon Fah
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YEAR 8S

Class Teacher : Mr Thien Kai Loong 
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YEAR 9W
Class Teacher: Mr Emeric Hing
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YEAR 9I

Class Teacher : Ms Michelle LooiClass Section      121
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YEAR 9S
Class Teacher : Mr Wong Siew Kong 
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YEAR 10W
Class Teacher : Mr Stephen Lim Ern-Chien 
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YEAR 10I

Class Teacher: Ms Marissa Anne Jansen 
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YEAR 10S
Class Teacher: Ms Grace Kok 
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YEAR 10R
Class Teacher: Ms Marissa / Ms Pravina
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YEAR 10K
Class Teacher: Ms Rozilah 
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YEAR 11R
Class Teacher : Mr Ali Sorayyaei Azar
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YEAR 11K

Class Teacher: Ms Subhatra
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YEAR 12W
Class Teacher: Ms BeverlynClass Section      139
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YEAR 13W
Class Teacher: Mr Ramanathan
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YEAR 11W
Class Teacher : Mr Tan Zhi Hao 
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YEAR 11I
Class Teacher : Ms Charissa
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YEAR 11S
Class Teacher : Mr Adam Rodney Dinesh 
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